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Kundalini Yoga Sadhana Guidelines
A fascinating look into our human nature through the eyes of Yogi Bhajan, Master of Kundalini Yoga. It details the interplay of the
positive, negative, and neutral parts of our mind with our nine aspects and twenty-seven projections. Yogi Bhajan's lectures
provide a practical approach to the Science of Humanology, and encourage you to meditate to enlist your mind as your friend and
servant rather than your master. The meditations apply to the various aspects we embody, such as Defender, Manager, Artist,
Producer, Strategist, Teacher. You can select from 42 meditations, including: Creating Art by Projecting into the Future; Pursuing
the Cycle of Success; Deep Memory of a Past Projection; Interpretations of All Facets of Life; Pursuing the Cycle of Artistic
Attributes; and Creating Art by Environmental Effects.
Kundalini Yoga, also known as the Yoga of Awareness, was introduced to the Western world by Yogi Bhajan. This unique bookteaching yoga through poetry-was compiled at the request of Bhajan by one of his most accomplished students. Revealing simple
yogic techniques that can be enjoyed by everyone regardless of age or physical ability, the poems and accompanying
photographs will help yoga practitioners experience the flow of energy that exists in everyone.
Kundalini has been one of the most mysterious and well-kept secrets in the history of spirituality. Not anymore. Forget all Kundalini
books. Most of them are either very abstract, occult, esoteric, with hidden information to not "enrage the Masters" or very
"Goddess," "physically focused," "Westernized Yoga." Not this one. No compromises with any guru, organization or tradition. No
secrets held back. No dogmas or elaborated rhetoric masquerading as true knowledge. No agenda. No BS. No Kundalini
questions shall remain unanswered. Not only for "high initiates" or members of "hidden societies." It is for you. In simple and
modern language. What you will find in the book: Rare Kundalini wisdom not found anywhere else. Disclosing the different levels
of Kundalini awakening, its journey, and relation to Consciousness and Being. Know why awakening the Kundalini is of utter
importance. Explanations on how to awaken it, raise it, and melt it into descending to its final reposing place. Real and direct firsthand knowledge-not from reading books or hearing stories. Suggestions for a powerful yet simple Kundalini Yoga routine.
Straightforward practical instructions only. The Consequences of Kundalini Awakening and Grounding tricks to lessen any adverse
side-effects. Revealing the truth about spiritual experiences and how to go beyond them. Cosmic Kundalini, "I-ego" and pure
Consciousness uncovered. Helpful tips on how to prevent the "Kundalini syndrome," for a safe awakening of the Kundalini energy.
The complete unveiling of the Spiritual Heart, one of the biggest enigmas in the whole of spirituality, in a clear and understandable
way. And much more. This book is not for followers of any tradition in particular, but for those whose heart and mind are open to
receive love and wisdom. The Crown Chakra is not the end. This book will teach you how to go beyond it, into your deathless and
infinite non-dual awareness, where complete fulfillment, peace, love, and joy live. That's the true Home of the Kundalini. That's
your true Home. Are you ready?
In the last few decades, yoga has helped millions of people to improve their concepts of themselves. Yoga realises that man is not
only the mind, he is body as well. Yoga has been designed in a such a way that it can complete the process of evolution of the
personality in every possible direction. Kundalini yoga is a part of the tantric tradition. Even though you may have already been
introduced to yoga, it is necessary to know something about tantra also. Since the dawn of creation, the tantrics and yogis have
realised that in this physical body there is a potential force. It is not psychological or transcendental; it is a dynamic potential force
in the material body, and it is called Kundalini. This Kundalini is the greatest discovery of tantra and yoga. Scientists have begun to
look into this, and a summary of the latest scientific experiments is included in this book.
From internationally renowned yoga teacher Gurmukh comes a book on pregnancy unlike any other. Bountiful, Beautiful, Blissful is
a treasury of wisdom, information, and inspiration for pregnancy and motherhood based on the spiritual and physical practices of
Kundalini yoga, which Gurmukh has taught for the last thirty years. With illustrated, step-by-step instructions, she teaches timetested techniques, meditations, and exercises that will help you physically, mentally, and spiritually. In the timeless way that
women have passed down wisdom surrounding birth and child rearing to one another for centuries, Gurmukh weaves folk stories
and contemporary testimonials into a program designed to help you get profound results in the shortest possible time. The
sections in this book cover each trimester of pregnancy as well as delivery and life with the baby. In her wise, gentle, and
comforting voice, Gurmukh suggests meditations, exercises, and yoga positions to respond to the various needs of expectant and
new mothers as you undergo dramatic body changes. Gurmukh also helps you explore and, when necessary, heal your own
history and unconscious attitudes about pregnancy, birth, and parenting. In Bountiful, Beautiful, Blissful, Gurmukh gives you all the
tools you need to have a healthy and happy pregnancy while increasing your connection to your partner and building compassion
and prosperity. The ancient practices of yoga can lead you back to your own power as a woman, capable of more than you ever
dreamed. All you need is a belief in the possibility of change and a commitment of as little as three minutes a day. Gurmukh has
helped thousands of women and their families find fulfillment through the healing movements and meditations of Kundalini
yoga---and she can help you, too!
The core teachings and riotous life of the psychedelic yogi Ganesh Baba • Presents the teachings of Ganesh Baba’s “Crea” Yoga, which he
derived from the tantric practices of traditional Kriya Yoga • Explains the basic exercises for following the Crea (creative) Yoga practice •
Includes many anecdotes from the colorful life of this “psychedelic” baba Shri Mahant Swami Ganeshanand Saraswati Giri (ca. 1895-1987)
was known to all who loved and studied with him simply as Ganesh Baba. At the age of four, he was brought back from death through an
initiation by Lahiri Mahasaya and through this initiation descends from the same Kriya Yoga lineage as Paramahansa Yogananda. He
became a swami under his guru Sivananda and later went on to run the Anandamayi Ma ashram. Drawn to the life of the Naga Babas, he
became the head of the Ananda Akhara, Naga followers of Lord Shiva who consider cannabis and other entheogens to be the gift of the
gods. The unique set of principles and exercises Ganesh Baba developed from the tantric practices of traditional Kriya Yoga and Shivaism
became the core of his personal teachings of Crea (for creative) Yoga. Ganesh Baba’s message of systematic synthesis of the spiritual and
secular was carefully developed for and embraced by contemporary students in the 1960s, especially those whose path included the use of
entheogens. This book contains the core of Ganesh Baba’s Crea Yoga teachings, from the beginning stages of conscious control of one’s
posture, breath, and attention to finally extending one’s awareness to the farthest reaches of the cosmos. Eve Baumohl Neuhaus shows that
the life of this scholar and crazy saint was as instructive as his teachings. She includes many personal reminiscences of this inspirational and
challenging teacher from her own life and those of fellow students, which demonstrate that Ganesh Baba’s extraordinary life was in keeping
with his own role as the embodiment of Lord Ganesh, the remover of obstacles.
The Kundalini Yoga tradition speaks of a call to the Divine that awakens “The Original Light of the soul.” In gatherings across the globe,
Snatam Kaur and her fellow musicians have shared that radiance through sacred chants. With Original Light, this beloved devotional singer
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guides us into the heart of the path, with the Aquarian S?dhan? as a foundation to understand the tradition's daily principals, morning
practices, and sacred chanting experiences. Kundalini, the universal life force, has for centuries been shrouded in misconception and lore.
Many of us have heard of it, yet to directly experience it may seem unimaginable. But in fact, Snatam Kaur assures us that, through Kundalini
Yoga, the capacity to experience it is within all of us—a natural and limitless source of physical health, stillness, joy, energetic strength, and
loving connection with others and all of creation. Original Light was written for those seeking a compassionate and supportive guide to
creating a vibrant and sustainable daily spiritual practice. Here, Snatam shares with honesty and gentle humor her own stories, challenges,
“aha” moments, and many practical pointers gained from her lifelong journey in what she calls “soul work.” Readers first explore the
philosophy and foundational principles of Kundalini Yoga as taught by its founder Yogi Bhajan, and then learn the five morning practices of
the Aquarian S?dhan?, including: The Wake-Up Routine—establishing a sacred space, bathing and purification, healthy diet and elimination
guidelines, and more Jap J?—from 15th-century sage and founder of the Sikh tradition, Gur? N?nak, this sacred recitation is both a map and a
direct expression of our union with the Divine Kundalini Yoga Kriyas—nine energizing posture and movement sets for creating a somatic
space for your spirit Aquarian S?dhan? Mantras—seven devotional chants as the sun rises to open the doors of liberation and experience bliss
and ecstasy through sacred sound Gateway to Divinity—the closing transition stage that integrates your own spiritual tradition and helps you to
focus your energies and set your intentions for the day ahead For those of all faiths, Original Light provides an ideal introduction and resource
to improve our health, find greater freedom and stillness within, and illuminate each moment of the day.
"Hatha Yoga Pradipika" by Swami Swatmarama. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue
the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi Bhajan®"The Kundalini is known as the nerve of the soul. This is to be awakened. Your soul is to be
awakened. When soul gets awakened, there remains nothing... If your soul is awakened, what else do you need?"- Yogi Bhajan.Kundalini
Yoga is an oral tradition dating back hundreds if not thousands of years. In the early 1970's, when this ancient technology was being
presented, students would patiently wait to hear from fellow students and teachers what Yogi Bhajan had just taught. Students took notes,
made drawings and passed them on... In a certain sense it was revolutionary that this sacred, once secret science was being recorded and
distributed. Never, in history, had this been done before.It was very exciting when a Kriya-write up, manual or a "Beads of Truth"-magazine
became available and when the Meditation Manual for Intermediate Students was published and distributed, it was a revelation. So many
amazing Kriyas! It felt like as long as one had this manual, one could practice Kundalini Yoga for the rest of the life. It was like having the
security of a treasure that would never diminish or get old.This wonderful book: KRIYA - Yoga Sets, Meditations & Classic Kriyas contains
many of the Kriyas from the Meditation Manual for Intermediate Students as well as many previously unpublished Kriyas from that era. Some
of the models in the book are children of original student-teachers of Yogi Bhajan...You will enjoy these effective and powerful Kundalini Yoga
Kriyas. By practicing them, you can uplift yourself and inspire yourself to try some of these again and again!KRIYA - Yoga Sets, Meditations &
Classic Kriyas from the Early Teachings of Yogi Bhajan contains:Challenging physical Kundalini Yoga Kriyas from the 1970s and 1980sMore
than 100 Meditations, including Visualizations, Praanayams, Silent Meditations, and Meditations with MantraIncludes Material from the
Meditation Manual for Intermediate Students, K.R.I.Y.A., Under the Blue Skies, and more!
Human life requires a myriad of tools to manifest its full potential. In Mastery of the True Self -- The discipline of Love through Sadhana,
Aradhana, and Prabhupati, you will learn how discipline can support you in your journey of self-manifestation and self-realization as a unique
human being. Discipline becomes a tool for self-evaluation, self-acceptance, and self-projection. A tool that can produce substantial,
predictable, and repeatable changes in your physiological systems and in your consciousness. Learning to view yourselves under the lens of
discipline helps you to unveil those things that keep you from being truly who you are and living a conscious, healthy, and happy life.
Understanding discipline is a prelude to exploring Sadhana, Aradhana, and Prabupati -- the three facets of the path towards your highest
Self. In this study, Sadhana Singh invites us to delve deeper into the reasons why the human being, already perfect in creation, needs
discipline to experience the true Self and be able to live life freely, with love and happiness. In this perspective, we expose ourselves to
constant training in order to make our expression more effective, our communication more sophisticated and our true essence express itself.
Led by Sadhana Singh's writings and experience, we come to understand that developing ourselves is a form of spiritual training that
provides us with a clear and complete perception of ourselves, of our own personal circumstantial reality, and of our Infinite Reality. Mastery
of the True Self: The Disciple of Love through Sadhana, Aradhana, and Prabhupati explores bit by bit the elementary parts of the gradual
process of building a solid foundation for igniting our awareness and manifesting our true highest Self.

In today's world of quick fixes, we strive for ease and comfort. It is easy to slip into complacency and go to sleep in our
own lives. Meditations for Addictive Behavior provides a complete guide to Kundalini Yoga techniques developed by Yogi
Bhajan to assist in spiritual awakening and the recovery from addiction. These mediatations can help break destructive
tendancies and reawaken the self. Individuals, teachers and counselors will find this book and inspiring introduction to lifechanging habits. -- from back cover.
For new and experienced students, practical guidance in kundalini yoga for happiness, health, and fulfillment Kundalini is
a universal life force within each of us that, once awakened, holds the power to transform every facet of our lives.
Kundalini yoga is the art and practice of activating this radiant energy. With Essential Kundalini Yoga, Karena Virginia
and Dharm Khalsa present the core principles and practices of this revered tradition in an inviting and accessible guide.
“Kundalini yoga opens joyous space for connecting deeply with the energy states of our being,” write Karena and
Dharm, “It brings vital health to the body and opens our consciousness to new potentials of awareness.” Created for the
modern practitioner, this book offers clear, comprehensive instruction in the key insights and practices of kundalini yoga.
From philosophy and lifestyle, to working with anatomy and physical asana, to activating our energy bodies, Essential
Kundalini Yoga is a uniquely practical and in-depth manual. Highlights include: Gorgeous photos illuminating step-by-step
instructions Detailed instructions, explanations, and illustrations for core kundalini practices—mantra, pranayama, bhanda,
asana, kriya, meditation, and more Seven traditional kundalini yoga routines, including a pituitary gland series for
intuition, yoga for the immune system, and detoxing for radiance Understand the science of the practice, including its
effects on the glandular system, spine, nervous system, and skeleton Meditations, mantras, and yoga poses to activate
each of the chakras and bring health to your energetic body Remedies for common emotional challenges—dealing with
fear, shame, and depression, among others Kundalini secrets for getting better sleep, aging gracefully, enhancing fertility,
cultivating vitality, and more Rooted in tradition and infused with a sense of infinite possibility, Essential Kundalini Yoga is
a joyful invitation for practitioners of all levels to awaken the vital energy within and receive the gifts that emerge from
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connecting more deeply with your own potential for creativity, abundance, and joy.
Breathing and walking comprise two of our simplest activities, yet they are also two of our most powerful actions. By
bringing them together in a systematic and meditative way, we can enhance our physical, emotional, and spiritual fitness.
We can tap our vitality to fully enjoy and excel in our lives. With a series of easy to follow, transformational exercises that
combine breathing and walking in very specific ways for specific benefits, Breathwalk teaches us: • how to alleviate
exhaustion, anxiety, sadness, and other problems • to heal physical, mental, and spiritual conflict in our lives • to enter a
zone of total fitness within our own bodies and minds In this simple program that anyone can follow, two of the world's
leading experts in meditation and kundalini yoga reveal the power and flexibility of this technique for the first time.
Centuries old traditions come together with modern scientific research in an effective and enjoyable holistic way to
exercise. This practical, insightful guide is a breath of fresh air that can change your life for the better every time you take
a step.
Unleash your potential to live the life you’ve always wanted. Kundalini yoga engages your unique sources of
energy—those that empower your spirit as well as your body. Drawing from the riches of ancient yogic tradition, The
Kundalini Yoga Experience offers a system of physical poses, breathing techniques, and focused meditations that, when
practiced together, will bring you increased physical health and strength, emotional balance, and a deeper sense of your
own spirituality. With regular practice, you'll be surprised at how strong, healthy, and fulfilled you feel. Experiencing the
power of Kundalini is your birthright—embrace it!
You don’t have to be a monk to enter the ultimate realm of happiness! Yes, it’s true. In his book Kundalini – An Untold
Story, Himalayan ascetic Om Swami unveils the enigmatic story of kundalini, the formless aspect of the Goddess or your
primordial energy. With workable steps for awakening this energy source, the author explains the esoteric and practical
meaning of kundalini and the seven chakras in his usual humorous style. These riveting anecdotes are based on his
personal experience gained from years of intense meditation. Take an awe-inspiring journey – something no other book
on spirituality can offer – from the origins of kundalini all the way to Swami’s own sadhana in the modern age. Om
Swami is a mystic living in the Himalayan foothills. He has a bachelor’s degree in business and an MBA from Sydney,
Australia. Prior to his renunciation of this world, he founded and ran a multi-million dollar software company successfully.
He is the bestselling author of A Fistful of Love.
Relax and Renew is Guru Rattana's second quintessential compilation of Kundalini Yoga Kriyas and Meditations from the early teachings of
Yogi Bhajan. Yet another invaluable guide to life and living in the Aquarian Age, this new and updated second edition celebrates the 29th
anniversary of its original publication in 1988.Greatly expanded and adapted to meet the new challenges of the times, the book's introduction
and appendices have also been rewritten, offering new gems to assist you in making health and healing into a rewarding and spiritual
lifestyle.Still one of Guru Rattana's most popular manuals, Relax and Renew is in daily use by both teachers and students world-wide. Its
impressive range of over 100 Kriyas and Meditations has also been augmented for increased clarity and comprehension.A detailed
explanation of how to Relax and Renew during your practice of Kundalini Yoga.Powerful techniques to assist in many specific aspects of
health and healing.Same great kriyas and meditations - the "oldies and goodies" from the early years of Yogi Bhajan's teachings.Completely
revised and updated - from the original typewritten edition!
The yoga in this book is a sample of the vast wealth called Kundalini Yoga. Here you will learn about the form of yoga based on the teachings
of Yogi Bhajan, Ph.D., who took kundalini yoga from India and brought it to the West in 1969. Master yoga teacher and author Shakta Kaur
Khalsa demonstrates how kundalini yoga works for everyday life and every single person. You do not need to be in perfect physical shape or
share any particular belief system. Kundalini yoga will work for you if you can just breathe and move your body. In this form of yoga, the most
important thing is experience. Your experience goes right to the heart of your being. By approaching kundalini yoga with openness and
respect, and by following the steps described in this book, you can change and enrich your life.
Gurmukh, an internationally renowned yoga teacher, outlines the spiritual and physical practices of Kundalini Yoga, which she has taught for
the last thirty years. With illustrated, step-by-step instructions, she teaches the basic principles of the ancient art of yoga, and explains the
eight chakras, which are the energy centers of our bodies, and the source of the eight human talents. Kundalini Yoga is a great way to get
your body and mind into shape. In The Eight Human Talents, Gurmukh gives you all the tools you need to increase your creativity, intuition,
compassion, health, and prosperity. All you need is a belief in the possibility of change and a commitment of as little as three minutes a day.
From teachers and waiters to Hollywood celebrities, Gurmukh has helped thousands of people find happiness through the healing
movements and meditations of Kundalini Yoga -- and she can help you, too!
The practice of Kundalini yoga aims to unlock and awaken the radiant transformative energy that exists within every person. This book is the
perfect introduction to the fundamentals of a Kundalini practice. Taught for thousands of years and brought to the West by Yogi Bhajan,
Kundalini is a powerful mind-body style of yoga. When practiced regularly, Kundalini yoga can strengthen the nervous system, balance the
glandular system, and harness the energy of the mind, emotions, and body, and is surprisingly simple to learn. While general yoga technique
focuses on exercise postures and breathing, Kundalini takes the process a step further by integrating yoga into everyday life activities. This
definitive guide, fully illustrated with photographs, is an accessible introduction to the ancient practice of Kundalini yoga, with information on
poses and positions, diet and lifestyle, breathing and stretching techniques, chanting and meditation exercises, and general guidelines that
can help anyone—beginner or advanced—gain the greatest benefit from the practice of yoga.
The 21 Stages of Meditation clarifies the process and outlines the steps toward your own progress in meditation. Defined by Yogi Bhajan and
elucidated by Gurucharan Singh, "The 21 Stages of Meditation" is a key work in deepening your understanding and experience of meditation.
Ranging from Upset and Boredom to Humility, Graceful Enlightenment and the Sage, explore these stages and the three distinct meditative
journeys, which culminate in the pinnacle of contemplative awareness, the Stage 21st, also described as The Infinite Pulse. This is an
essential book for those interested in deepening their process of meditation and their experience with Jappa Yoga.The teachings presented in
this book have been developed with love and care and genuine reverence. Yogi Bhajan said, "Now we are entering the Age of Aquarius and
we have to have the science of mind totally brought into a geometry so that you can understand this is depression, this is expression; this is
what you are doing and this is what you have to do. So for that reason, we are trying to create all this work for you." Every living thing has its
own time to grow from a seed to its innate maturity. May it provide a foundation for elevation and enlightenment to all who love meditation.

Kundalini Yoga is a powerful and transformative spiritual process that works with your body's subtle energy centres and allows you
to access your spiritual inner self. Drawing on ancient yogic systems and techniques, Kundalini Yoga helps you to channel your
Kundalini energy and empower you on your path to a lifetime of fulfilment. Kundalini Yoga reveals the significance of your birthdate
and provides exercises and meditations to work on your yogic bodies and your seven chakras, which will help you to unlock the
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Kundalini energy within. It teaches you the key components of the practice and guides you safely through the essential steps. The
interactive style of the book leads you to your yogic number profile and enables you to choose an appropriate yoga meditation for
you. It also helps you to assess which chakra you should currently focus on and recommends a personal yoga practice.
Satsang with Swami Niranjanananda. A wide range of topics include mind management, yoga psychology, self evolution, and the
application of yogic knowledge. The advanced meditation of Laya (dissolution) is discussed at length and class transcriptions are
included.
This manual exists to serve you and to help you uplift yourself and others. It is designed for both the new and the experienced
student, focusing on the essential practice of Kundalini Yoga as your personal spiritual discipline.
This book is for every student of Truth. Whatever path you have chosen, it will give you an understanding of the true meaning of
mastery. The yoga exercises and meditations in this book will challenge and revitalize you.
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